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Tell me and I forget,

Show me and I may remember,

Involve me and I will understand.
— Chinese proverb

About this learning resource
All are welcome to enjoy this learning resource!
— General introduction to conductors, composers and new music!
— General introduction to Randolph Peters’ “Luminous” including a listening guide &
suggested activities.
— Activity sheet, recommended for Grade 2-5
Information for teachers: This learning resource is primarily intended to be an accessible,
user-friendly teacher reference. We recommend that you review it as part of your preparation
for watching the online concert with your students.
We offer outlines of suggested activities that are age-appropriate and designed with
consideration to the Manitoba curriculum; depending on the particular activity, activities may be
incorporated before, during, or after the concert viewing experience. Teachers may choose to
select the pieces of music, themes, and activities that suit their lesson or unit objectives,
students’ entering behaviour, etc.
Information for a general audience: Please use this resource to enhance your listening
experience!

Please get in touch!

Suzu Enns, Education and Outreach Manager
senns@themco.ca
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Conductors, Composers, and New Music
Conductors lead the orchestra!
Standing in the front of an ensemble of musicians, the conductor shows the musical beat, the tempo or
speed, the style, and a ton of other information!

They use arm motions, facial expressions, and other movements that can be very large and obvious or

small and subtle. They lead rehearsals, make decisions about interpretation, and study the full score.
Did you know?
A piece of music can sound different depending who is performing! Conductors and performers spend
a lot of time listening to recordings of music and studying music history, learning about composers,
and much more. Learning about all of these topics helps a musician to make good choices about
exactly how they want to perform a piece of music. Many performers want to be as authentic as
possible so the performance sounds as close as possible to what the composer would have wanted.
When musicians talk about interpretation of music, it involves studying various topics and
experimenting with different ways of playing the music!

Anne Manson is the MCO’s Music Director. That means she conducts many of our season concerts
and is involved in choosing the music for the season (i.e. concert programming). As Music Director
she plays many other important roles in the MCO organization!

Anne Manson (left) is the MCO’s Music Director.
Julian Pellicano (right) is our guest conductor for the “Jump Cuts” concert!
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Conductors often use a stick called a conductor’s baton that they hold in their right hand. The handle

or grip is usually made of wood or cork, and the stick is made of lightweight materials such as wood and
is available in different lengths. The baton is the conductor’s tool, and they choose and take care of their
baton as any musician chooses and takes care of their instrument!

Composers write the music!
Orchestras like the Manitoba Chamber Orchestra mostly perform classical music. In this musical

tradition, musicians play music that is written by a composer. Some classical music was written by

composers hundreds of years ago, and other music is written by composers that are alive today! Many
composers even live in Manitoba!

In addition to composers, there are arrangers!

An arranger takes an existing piece of music created by a composer and adapts it so other
combinations of instruments or singers can play that music!

Here are five composers and one arranger featured in the MCO’s “Jump Cuts” concert!
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What is New Music?
This concert is called, “Jump Cuts: A montage of new music”.
What do you think new music means?

The classical music tradition is hundreds of years old, but composers today are still writing music in that
tradition! Sometimes contemporary classical music (that’s another way of saying new music!)

sounds a lot different from what we usually think of as classical music written by famous composers like
Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, but sometimes these new pieces of music can sound quite similar to
music composed hundreds of years ago!

Here are some questions to get started thinking and talking about new music!
Activity suggestion:

Before watching the “Jump Cuts” concert, students will write down ideas/reflections/answers to the
questions below. After watching the concert, reflect on the same questions and compare to previous
answers. Students share ideas with the class or break into small discussion groups!
Why create, perform, and listen to new music?
Here are a few ideas:
— We may get to meet the composers!
— We get to play music that no one has ever performed before, so it’s a new experience
for everyone!
— There are so many composers that are composing great new music!

What are some of the benefits of playing and listening to music by living composers?
Here are a few ideas:
— We can talk to the composers and learn about their music first-hand!
— We may be the first performers and audience to experience a new music of music (a world premiere!)
— We may come across new music or composers that we really like!

In what ways could it be more challenging to play or listen to new music?
Here are a few ideas:
— The types of sounds may not be as familiar to us as performers or audience members.
— If no one has ever performed this new piece of music, there may not be recordings that musicians
can access to help them learn the piece of music.
— We may not like every new piece of music (and that’s ok!)
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“Luminous”

Composed by Randolph Peters
The composer
Randolph Peters lives in Winnipeg, MB.
He is a composer and teaches music composition at York University in Toronto, ON.
Randolph composes symphonies and pieces for choirs and chamber ensembles; music for opera, theatre and
dance; and music for film and television! Many performing arts organizations such as the Manitoba Chamber
Orchestra commission Randolph to write pieces for them. Randolph was the composer-in-residence for the
Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra from 1996-2001!

Did you know?

The Manitoba Chamber Orchestra commissioned Randolph to write “Luminous”
and the project was generously supported by the Manitoba Arts Council.
This is a world premiere performance!

The soloist
Connie Gitlin is the clarinet soloist for “Luminous”. In fact, the composer wrote
the piece especially for Connie and the Manitoba Chamber Orchestra. She will
be the first clarinetist to perform the piece!
Connie lives in Vancouver, B.C. and teaches clarinet at the University of
Victoria. She has been the principal clarinetist with the Manitoba Chamber
Orchestra since 1984!

Meet the composer (click here) and
soloist (click here) on the MCO
YouTube Channel!
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The repertoire
The composer Randolph Peters provided the following program note:

Luminous is a new clarinet concerto written especially for Connie Gitlin and the Manitoba Chamber Orchestra. The goal
for the work is to somehow evoke the spirit of Chagall’s brilliant and exuberant use of colour as well as reference his
moving life story to create a satisfying artistic experience for the musicians and audience alike. Throughout his life,
Chagall was consistently attracted to the notion that music and art had everything to do with each other. It is no
wonder that other composers have likewise been inspired by his art.

Chagall’s art includes paintings, murals, stained glass windows, ceramics, book-making, tapestries, ballet and opera set
and costume design, among other things. He intersected with most of the major artists and artistic movements of the
20th Century. He absorbed the best of modernism while maintaining a personal style that is immediately identifiable
and well-loved.

Chagall’s life was full of drama, sorrow, love, and loss. He was many times a refugee and knew first-hand the horrors

of the century. He experienced poverty, prejudice, state oppression, war, and the atrocities of the Nazis. His paintings
were considered “degenerate art” by the Nazis. (In retrospect, that attempted degradation of his work put him in great
company!)

Chagall’s paintings often feature a violinist or a clarinetist or even both at the same time. They are sometimes used as
nostalgic evocation of his childhood home, with its shtetl life, and its life-marking ceremonies.

But perhaps even more significantly, I think his art is suffused with a quality that can only be called “numinous.” This

rarely used word means filled with a sense of the divine. Chagall evokes a sense of awe and wonder in his art, his life,
and his loves. The luminosity of his art is numinous.

The Concert (1957) by Marc Chagall
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Instrumentation: This piece is written for solo Bb Clarinet, percussion and strings.
Duration: 12 minutes
The piece is in two parts or movements:
Movement 1 — 8 minutes
Movement 11 — 4 minutes

What to LISTEN for:
• Clarinet soloist
• “Luminous” is a clarinet concerto! A concerto is a composition that features a soloist in front of an
orchestra. Connie Gitlin is the clarinet soloist, and you will see her standing in front of the orchestra.

• The clarinet is a member of the woodwind family of instruments. There are many types of clarinets
and they come in many different sizes, but the most common type is called the Bb clarinet!
• The lowercase “b” in Bb refers to the flat accidental in music. So, we say “B flat” clarinet!

• Klezmer music elements
• Klezmer is a style of Jewish folk music and is associated with many dance styles such as the Hora!
• The clarinet and violin are two instruments most commonly associated with klezmer music.

• In this piece, you will hear the joyful, dance-like qualities of klezmer music as well as characteristics or
embellishments such as glissandi, note bends, and sounds that imitate the human voice.

• Click here to learn more about klezmer music from violinist Itzhak Perlman!
• Click here to watch clarinetist Martin Fröst performing Klezmer Dances by Göran Fröst with the Norwegian
Chamber Orchestra!

• “Niente” indication
• At the very beginning of the piece, all musicians including the clarinet soloist enter with a niente sound.
• Niente is a musical dynamic that comes from the Italian word meaning “nothing”.

• In music we often hear the exact moment a musician starts and stops a note (i.e. articulation). If there is
a niente indication in the music, the performer starts or ends a note with little or no sound. The sound
emerges out of silence or fades away to nothing.
• A niente indication (n) can be added at the beginning of a crescendo or end of a decrescendo:

• Producing a niente sound is an advanced instrumental technique; woodwind players also learn how to
produce very soft tones (called subtones) that you will hear from our clarinet soloist!
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• Percussion
•In the first movement, you will hear a cymbal (left) being
played with a bow instead of mallets!

•In the second movement, you will hear a drum set (left)!
•Have you ever seen a waterphone (right)? The
percussionist plays it with a bow!

Did you know?
Bows are used to make sound on string instruments like the
violin and cello, but percussionists (i.e. a musician who plays
percussion instruments) can also use bows on various percussion
instruments to create unique sounds!

• 5/8 time
• Most of the second movement is written in 5/8 time (a complex time signature) with some parts in
more common time signatures such as 4/4.

• When we are first exposed to music in school or start taking music lessons, we usually learn simple time
signatures (e.g. 4/4) and progress to compound time signatures (e.g. 6/8). Some may not have
learned any complex time signatures, but you’ve heard them! Many musical genres contain examples of
complex time signatures, including pop and rock music!
• Complex time signatures are sometimes also called odd, irregular, or asymmetric time signatures.

• In music, beats are usually regular and even. If you have ever tapped your foot, clapped along or danced
to music, or heard the steady tapping of a metronome, you will know the feeling of a consistent, even
beat. In 5/8 time, the beats aren’t even; certain beats will be longer or shorter than others! You can
think of it like this:
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Each line represents a beat in music. In the first diagram, notice how each line is the same length. This means that each beat
is the same duration!

____ __ ____ __ ____ __ ____ __ ____ __
In the second diagram, every second line (i.e. beat) is a different length. Notice how the first line is long, the second line is
short, and so on. In music, this would mean that the first line or beat is a longer duration, and the second line or beat is a
shorter duration.
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Outline of suggested activities: Early to middle years
1. In the classroom, use movement, voice, and available instruments to learn about the niente effect!
Grade K-2

— The instructor demonstrates the niente effect with the voice or an instrument of their choice.

— The instructor demonstrates that very small, slow movements correlate to very quiet sounds,
and very fast, large movements correlate to loud sounds.

— Students listen and move to the sounds sung or played by the teacher.
— Next the instructor turns on the video performance of “Luminous”.

— Instructor and students move to the music with the same instructions correlating to very soft
and loud sounds.

Voice and instruments (Grade 3-8):

— The instructor introduces the piece, what to listen for, etc.
— Watch the performance of “Luminous”.

— The instructor demonstrations the niente effect with the voice or instrument.

— Then the instructor shows the students the hand motions (conducting) that they will use to
indicate the different musical dynamics, from niente and quiet to loud.

— Then the students follow the instructor’s hand motions (conducting) and play the
corresponding dynamic on their instrument.
2. Connecting art and music!

— Who is Marc Chagall?

— Choose a Chagall painting such as above.

— Identify the elements of art including colours, shapes, lines, and textures.
— What is happening in this painting?

— How do the identifying colours, shapes, etc. interact to bring out the ideas in the painting?
— Can we call this painting a composition?
— Watch the performance of “Luminous”.

— How do the sounds connect with the colours, shapes, etc. in the painting?
— What images come to mind when listening to this piece?
— Do you like this piece of music?
— Do you like this piece of art?
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Outline of suggested activities: Senior years
1. Students learn how to perform the niente technique.

— The instructors chooses a piece currently being studied and incorporates the niente
technique into an appropriate section.

— Demonstrate and explain the technique to students

— Students practice the technique in the context of the chosen piece and relevant exercises.
— Students can choose an example of music from solo repertoire to practice the technique.

— After practicing the technique on their instrument or voice, ask students to explain what they
need to do physically to produce the niente technique in various contexts.
2. Introducing 5/8 time.

— Start by introducing or reviewing the basic conducting patterns for 4/4, 3/4 and 2/4.
— Review theory of the simple time signatures and subdivisions.

— Students follow along and conduct with the instructor while speaking the subdivisions.
— Introduce 5/8 time and the subdivisions 3+2 and 2+3.
— Introduce the conducting patterns for 3+2 and 2+3.

— Students follow along and conduct while speaking the subdivisions.

— Next, incorporate the 5/8 time signature into basic warm-ups such as scales, in the 3+2
and 2+3 patterns.

— Choose a piece of repertoire for the class that includes 5/8 time.
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